A comprehensive data logistics platform.

Eliminate manual workflows and transform
data-intensive business processes
The data you need, delivered directly to you.
We make it easy for companies to capture information
from any document for actionable data.

Process more than 100
pages per hour, per
instance

Automate data
collection across all
electronic documents

Streamline data
workflows

Capture critical data,
quickly and easily

Expedite and connect
to and system or data
integration initiative

Digitize change order
and invoice processes

Reduce time to insight
for analytics

Other benefits
• Extract accurate, usable data • Minimize incomplete documentation • Reduce staffing costs
• Minimize human errors • Support compliance • Increased processing (or bulk processing)
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Capture and deliver critical data from all your documents

Cross industry

HULFT Data Capture changes the way data is managed between you, your
customers, vendors, and partners by eliminating the time-consuming process of
manual data entry and custom coding transfers of business documents.

• Invoices
• Accounts payable

Choose how much automation you want to use.
Our process can be fully automated from beginning to end, or paused for any level
of intervention for purposes of data validation and approval. You make the choice.
Pay only for the services you use.
HULFT Data Capture is built on a flexible, scalable, and usage-based model. Our
experts are available at any point to oversee or provide technical support for your
data transfers.

• Delivery orders
• Purchase orders
• Sales orders
• Shipping orders
• Fillable contracts and forms
• Legal forms for HR, sales, finance
• Bill of materials

The right data in the right place.
We can take the next step in connecting the data back to your database and
system of choice, or you can take it from here. If further data prep is required,
our solutions consultants will show you how HULFT Integrate can transform
and convert data into a specified structure or format, then sends it to a desired
destination.

• CAD/CAM designs
• Packing lists
• Bills of lading
• and more

Flexible Integration into HULFT Integrate
After a data capture service is completed and if further data prep is required, HULFT Integrate can
transform and convert data into a specified structure or format, then sends it to a desired destination.

How it works
Send us your PDF or Excel documents

Tell us the data you want

You can email files directly to us, or upload them
into our HULFT Cloud Services portal – either
way, it’s fast, easy, and we keep your data safe
and secure.

Once you identify the data fields you want to
capture and rules for future validation, we’ll do
the rest. You’ll be provided a secure HULFT Cloud
Services portal login to check on the status of
your documents anytime you want.

Validate your data

Your data, delivered

The HULFT Cloud Services portal provides realtime visibility into the workflow, which tracks your
documents from receipt to return. You have full
access to validate and adjust the data based on
the predefined parameters.

Upon completion, we’ll notify you when your data
is ready to download directly from the HULFT
Cloud Services portal.

Want to learn more?
Visit us at
https://hulftinc.com
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